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GLASS LIFTER-GL SERIES

Ideal for Vertical and
Overhead Glazing!

The JDPower GL Lifter is a compact and
versatile material lifter for construction sites
and workshops - also ideal for vertical and
overhead glazing with optional accessories.
Each JDPower GL lifter in the series comes
in two models - an AC version run from
mains power, or a DC version with battery
for sites where mains power is not available.

GL-850DC with standard forks supplied with each model

GL-850DC with front legs retracted

GL-850DC

226 KG

247 KG

268 KG
GL-850DC with front legs extended
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Universal Crane Arm - Standard with each unit

Easy access to counter
weight bay.

The cable is protected
near the motor-housing
for safe transportation.
Safe lifting point
indicated.

The GL series can be operated on uneven or
sloping surfaces. Spirit levels, a variable wheelbase and jacks level and correct setup.

Optional Accessories - Glass Holders

Steel pulleys are used for
durability. Pulleys are ringed
to ensure operator safety.

The battery on DC units is protected by a steel
housing and is easily connected with a plug.

Steel cable is fed through
rollers.

Optional radio remote
control with emergency stop.

The GL series can be transported vertical or horizontal.

ȨGL- U (Part #3017013)
Universal Crane Arm
Universal Crane arm with hook
Patented design: universal swivel action for high
manoeuvrability.
Retracts and folds.
Loading capacity: 300 kg
Operating range: 300 - 600 mm
Weight 18 kg

Each unit comes standard
with a 5 meter cable remote
control.

ȨGL- 3 V (Part #3017012)
Hanging cradle (optional) - Vertical Glazing
Loading capacity: 165 kg.
3 Vacuum cups with flexible angle control.
Easily lift glass vertically from the ground or from
walls.
Weight: 18 kg
Dimensions: 1450 x 537 mm

ȨGL 4 V (Part #3017011)
Universal cradle (optional) - Horizontal or
Vertical Glazing
Load capacity: 180 kg.
Multiple degrees of freedom - angle the cradle
in any position.
4 Vacuum cups.
.. 27 kg.
Weight:

1.Quick Folding Base: Easy and convenient setup. Can be setup in 10 seconds by a single
operator.
2.Adjustable Legs with level: Ensures the unit can be safely setup on uneven surfaces.
up on a slope to accomplish the level set up.
3.Available with AC or DC motors:
!DC Motor (DC series): Operates without mains power via battery. Comes with charger
and radio remote control.
!AC Motor (AC series): Operates from mains power. Radio remote control optional.
4.Radio remote control: Comes standard with DC units, optional extra with AC units.
5.Safety Limiter: If the operator attempts to continue to raise the unit above its maximum
operating height, a kill switch will engage. The operator is then required to reset the kill
switch with the controller.
6.Safety Anti-Fall system on mast.
7.10" Heavy duty castors Make it easy to manoeuvre the GL lifter on-site.

